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10 Re-envisioning Diasporas in the
Globally Connected Classroom
Sunka Simon and Carina Yervasi

At first, I thought about the idea of the phantom limb in a similar way
to Pascal-as a remnant of something brutally taken away. But I began
contextualizing it differently as I thought more about it. How do our
own memories from different times and places in our lives stay with us?
How do our own selves change? Do we become different people in dif
ferent eras of our lives, and are those different people in effect phantom
limbs?
(Swarthmore College student, posted to the team forum
after reading Edwidge Danticat's "Ghosts")
Really interesting questions, Holly. I was just thinking about it and
realised that the environment in which you find yourself could shape
who you are. On the other hand you could assume ...that you don't
necessarily change but rather shed old habits and develop new ones.
(Ashesi University student, responding to several entries to his
team forum after reading Edwidge Danticat's "Ghosts")

INTRODUCTION
T hese two students engage in an intercultural conversation about the repre
sentations of diaspora, even though they are an ocean apart and have never
met, because they are in one intermedially connected class. In these postings,
they ask each other whether time, place, and distance change who we are.
Classmates converse about the distance that separates characters in Danti
cat's short story as the students simultaneously experience separation and
distance in their own interactions.Yet this is a separation in which they are
willing participants; this is a distance they expect but must negotiate each
time they correspond with each other and meet as a class.In the context of
"Ghosts," these comments and questions about separation resonate with
thoughts of disconnection and phantom limbs; in the context of participat
ing in a class about diasporas, these same comments cast new light on the
classroom experience and its connection through distance. To probe the
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very notion of identity and displacement that are at the heart of diasporic
representations, we chose to teach the course, Re-Envisioning Diasporas,
between Swarthmore College in Pennsylvania, U.S., and Ashesi University
in Berekuso, Ghana. Together with Mikelle Antoine, professor of history
and director of the Writing Center at Ashesi, we cotaught such topics as the
African slave trade, European migrations, and contemporary diasporas of
sub-Saharan Africa, Turkey, and the Caribbean.
How distance is produced and crossed was a central question of our
course. Giving students the tools to move analytically from the literal to the
symbolic to the semiotic opened up to them a system of layered and embed
ded meanings. Just as an image of a diasporic situation or person always
refers to at least two divergent temporal and spatial configurations (history
and presence of homeland and hostland), students needed to recognize not
only the parameters of these configurations but also how they entered into
an often contentious dialogue with each other. Our greatest challenge to
teaching the analysis of representation, and the one that motivated us to
consistently integrate interdisciplinarity into this course, was the document
driven indexical impulse of history. 1 We were interested in the indexical ref
erentiality of an image when we began analysis, but what we really wanted
the students to comprehend was what it told us about the time, person,
place, and methodology of representation, and we sought to challenge stu
dents to enunciate their positionality as viewers and, on occasion, as objects
(of representations).
Merging the study of the real and the representation while emphasiz
ing specific histories and contexts forced us to maintain the methodological
embeddedness of the course's mutually reflective structure and content. We
started by looking critically at long-standing definitions of diasporas from
the earliest Greek meanings of speiro (meaning to "sow" or "scatter seed")
to usage describing such victimization or traumatic events as the Jewish
experience of diaspora and later the African slave trade (Van Hear 1998).
By reading the works of Stephane Dufoix (2008) and Robin Cohen (2008)
on diasporas and displacement, students began to expand their under
standings of diasporas to include an expansive metaphoric use of the word
as characterizing all kinds of categories of people in displacement. What
Cohen (2008) calls "emerging patterns of international migration" (xiv)
and "deterritorialization of identities" (2) with many features and contours,
including race, ethnicities, religions, nationalities, peoples, hostlands, and
homelands, became the foundation of the course. Students agreed that these
contemporary definitions, as discussed in class, in turn reconfigure how (and
why) diasporas are represented in new ways in print, digital format, and
visual texts. Having students read and discuss Dufoix's introductory chap
ter to Diasporas (2008) gave them an active vocabulary for examining the
phenomenon of the movement of peoples and for thinking critically about
diasporas. We knew, however, that formal instruction of image analysis was
going to be a new experience for many.
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In our chapter, we argue that it is essential to have hybrid, globally net
worked classrooms to experience and challenge the assumptions of cur
rent diaspora studies by making tangible the residual and ongoing effects
of displacement. Instead of limiting our understanding of diaspora to the
traditional sociohistorical studies of migrating and displaced peoples, our
methodology did not stop there; we focused on audiovisual representations
of these diasporas-how diasporic subjects represent themselves and how
others represent them. Our course objective was to make the seam between
the real and its representation readable while emphasizing historical specific
ity. In our chapter, we show how the course raised skill levels of visual liter
acy and analytical competencies for all students, as well as how our globally
networked class (GNC) and pedagogy brought an experiential awareness to
the study of diasporas.

TECHNOLOGICAL AND INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXTS
These questions pressed us first to consider technology and its role in the
classroom. By the time we embarked on our course development, globally
networked learning environments (GNLEs) were already creating lasting
partnerships between universities worldwide (Starke-Meyerring and Wil
son 2008). We knew we wanted to work both synchronously and asyn
chronously between Swarthmore College and Ashesi University to harness
the new technologies that we learned about in the fall 2011 COIL institute
workshops,2 to make more explicit how new technologies both simultane
ously create and seek to bridge diasporic displacement through mediated
representations. Whereas traditional diaspora studies look at and describe a
specific case from the outside, our hope was for a more interactive and self
aware knowledge production. We wanted students to take charge of knowl
edge production, based on sharing and negotiation, not on one source at the
front of the classroom. The whole point about representations of diasporas
for us was that the study of meaning-created in several modes for broadly
defined audiences in disparate places-was incongruent with the traditional
classroom.
The hybrid GNC we anticipated-with elements of synchronous class
time creating one virtual class space and asynchronous class time in two
sites-was an ideal forum for talking about diasporas because decentralized
knowledge production mirrors how diasporas are formed and represented.
Asynchronous time forces participants to become acutely aware of displace
ment and difference in location an, therefore in communication and cross
cultural negotiation, whereas synchronous time is about connecting within
a familiar and institutional culture. 3 The necessary code-switching between
homogeneity and heterogeneity thus mimics the negotiations between home
and hostlands. More complexly, we asked how could the material of dia
sporas push us to rethink not only audiovisual representations in and of
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geographical, temporal, linguistic, and cultural displacement but also the
methodologies to teach this material, such as synchronous instruction,
including group presentations and guest lectures; a diverse set of digital plat
forms to enable oral and written correspondence, assignments, feedback,
and evaluation; and student-directed digital publishing.
Our combined class had to contend with each institution's technologi
cal and administrative organization. Ashesi University, which specializes
in training for business administration and computer science careers, listed
AIS: Re-envisioning Diasporas as the required African studies course, and
today, it is still one of a handful of humanities courses on their campus.
At Swarthmore College, the course, also called Re-envisioning Diasporas,
was set up as a new interdisciplinary humanities elective housed in Film
and Media Studies and in Modern Languages and Literatures. Thirty-five
students registered at Ashesi (with a 25-person waiting list), but only seven
students enrolled at Swarthmore. Subsequently, we formed seven teams
with one Swarthmore student per team. The Ashesi class consisted of stu
dents from Egypt, Ivory Coast, Ethiopia, Somalia, Lebanon, Kenya, and
Ghana. In the Swarthmore class, all were from the U.S. with two students
self-identifying as Latino/a. Based on later course discussions, students self
identified at least three different religious backgrounds (Christian, Muslim,
Jewish). Financial support from Swarthmore allowed both classes to start
on a relatively even footing technologically. (Swarthmore IT created a trust
agreement on Moodie and sent digital cameras and other equipment over
seas for class projects and to enable synchronous time.) It should also be
noted that over the course of the semester, the entire Ashesi campus came
together and agreed to stop or reduce its use of the Internet to allow enough
bandwidth for our Skype class time.
Our shared pedagogical goals focused on nonhegemonic teaching prac
tices that do not pose one method of knowledge production or learning over
another. Instead of privileging empirically acquired knowledge that needed
to be learned and recycled by rote, we sought to connect the strengths of our
disciplines through critical interdisciplinary dialogue, blogging, and discus
sion forums. Although we agreed to use English as our language of instruc
tion (English is already the lingua franca of both Ashesi and Swarthmore),
we encouraged students (see "Part 2: Sound and Image," later in this chap
ter, on the use of VoiceThread) to reflect on speaking different languages in
their educational and daily lives. In addition, our emphasis on audiovisual
studies encouraged students to reflect on language or semiotics as systems
of communication and to put their knowledge of global connectedness and
social media to the test. We stressed communal learning and dialogue, cre
ating an environment where knowledge was situated and shared among all
the participants. To make this course successful, students had to agree to
simple terms of engagement and sharing in our course charter, but other
wise they were given free rein to become producers, facilitators, and media
tors of knowledge. This concept of learning based on sharing comes to us
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courtesy of the ideas behind freeware (software that is free and available to
the greater public for download and use), an idea that students embraced
enthusiastically. We were using Moodle as our courseware. We believe that
when learning is as much a process as a commodity based on sharing, it is
multiperspectival, flexible and adaptable to different locations and situa
tions. It is networked and multinodal, similar to the concepts of intercultural
communication we were trying to establish in relation to the ways in which
the method and material of diasporas were taught in this class.

DIASPORAS AND TECHNOLOGIES OF DISPLACEMENT
The course quickly established and adhered to a no-frustration policy, as
Skype repeatedly failed us due to grid issues in Ghana, and email at Swarth
more went out of commission on a few occasions. In our course charter,
the no-frustration policy asked students to seek practical solutions to tech
nological difficulties by trying different modes of communication to reach
partner(s). Contemporary students' high expectations for technological
immediacy were challenged by the lag time of email responses and the time
difference between the U.S. and Ghana. While Ashesi students turned to cell
phone use for social and class-related networking instead of email or Face
time, Swarthmore students could not because their cell phones did not work
internationally, and they were the minority on their teams. Synchronous
classes, blogs, discussion forums, VoiceThread, email, Wikis, Wordpress,
and Skype compelled students to negotiate intermedially and interactively
with different time/space distortions. Sender and recipient locations switched
with the use of each and thus introduced elasticity into the imagined fixed
ness of the home- and hostland dichotomy. Student initiations from both
sides flowed sometimes simultaneously and sometimes overlapping; at other
times, they were delaying and delayed in waves.
Swarthmore's course schedule also proved to be much less flexible than
Ashesi's, when it came to move our time slot due to the U.S.'s adherence to
daylight savings time. The great difficulty with which Swarthmore students
and faculty shifted their schedules resulted in a sense of alienation from the
class after a period of hard-won trust and built-up energy. Instead of seeing
these challenges as failures, we encouraged students to reflect on their causes
and effects, prodding them to connect them to our subject at hand, thinking
about the homeland/hostland discrepancies as well as the accompanying de/
constructions of subjectivity, institutionality, and community.
The main challenge, however, for a class dealing with audio(visual) rep
resentations of diaspora was to break through the dialectics of authenticity,
especially when teaching African slave trade and early film and media his
tory. Students tended to fall into three camps: (1) those who searched for
the indexical, which was withheld (e.g., in the case of the Middle Passage);
(2) those who accepted as indexical what they saw/heard; and (3) those who
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questioned the representation as representation. In speaking about media
reception, Stuart Hall (1994) argues for three different discourses that inter
sect each other: dominant, negotiated, and oppositional. Most students
accepted the dominant version, and some immediately moved to the stage
of negotiating (with) dominant representations of knowledge. Only a very
few initially questioned the image construction and delivery process itself.
In the following sections, we concentrate on this main challenge by focus
ing on two particular elements that have helped us teach the study of diaspo
ras in a GNC: visual literacy and sound analysis. Teaching the skills of visual
literacy across all academic fields that rely on visual representation pushes
students to ask how an image constructs meaning and why it does, so that
they do not recycle their culturally inflected assumptions at the analytical
level. We show how we teach this skill by reviewing how the students in our
class interpreted an image. In the second instance, we reflect on sound and
its role in the visual arts. Our second example probes the methodologies,
both digital and analytical tools, we employed to get students to think criti
cally about how and why sound is or is not represented in visual represen
tations and how and why it is coupled with or uncoupled from the image.

Part 1: Visual Literacy
Our interdisciplinary approach for the class included the various histories
of world diasporas and the history of cinema, theories of representation,
feminist theory, and postcolonial theory. As Stuart Hall ( 1994) and Hamid
Naficy (2001) have shown, there is fruitful collaboration between visual
studies and diaspora studies.
Who is this emergent, new subject of the cinema? From where does he/
she speak? Practices of representation always implicate the positions
from which we speak or write-the positions of enunciation. What
recent theories of enunciation suggest is that, though we speak, so to
say "in our own name", of ourselves and from our own experience,
nevertheless who speaks, and the subject who is spoken of, H!'e never
identical, never exactly in the same place. Identity is not as transparent
or unproblematic as we think.
(Hall 1994, 222)
We used the analytic tools of visual cultural studies and film studies at the
intersection of diaspora studies to enhance understandings and readings of
representations of diasporas, to get students to critically engage with their
own "positions of enunciation," their culturally inflected assumptions. This
interdisciplinary work was beneficial for students who wanted to gain new
skill sets in visual literacy at the crossroads of the humanities and technology.
The lived experience of diaspora, we argued in our course, is as important
as the technologies that both displace and bring together its representations.
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Because diasporas produce distance, our pedagogy sought to employ the
effect of distance, not erase it. We sought to make visible the labor of creat
ing communities out of dispersal, to expose the tensions and constant nego
tiations that would seem like opposing forces of technologies but that work
to deconstruct one another's norms and expectations. Connecting the post
modernist call for "Cross[ing] the Border-Close the Gap" (Fiedler 1972)
to the geopolitical and spatial "Mind the Gap!" warning in England's tube,
our course, from the outset, emphasized the temporal and spatial delays that
digital technologies thrive on and expose. In addition, we were inspired by
Leopold Senghor's (1948) representation of colonialism and its aftermath,
the trajectory from colonial possession to decolonial irony:"Mais je dechire
rai /es rires banania sur taus /es murs de France" ["I will tear the Banania
laughter off all the walls of France"] (1984, 55).4 Like Senghor's laughter,
which makes visible and opens up the dialectics of colonialism to decon
structive irony, we wanted to show how representations and illusions are
constructed. In other words, we aimed at exposing the seam of technologies
and diasporas rather than making them seamless. We did this in two ways:
by teaching systematic image analysis of a photograph and, in our documen
tary film segment, by focusing on continuity (seamless) versus evidentiary
editing (visible) (Bill Nichols 2010).
Before teaching how to formally analyze images, we asked students to react
to the course's poster image, described below, by posting a series of prompts
for them using Survey Monkey. The activity was designed for instructors
to detect quickly how well the students understood image analysis. 5 It also
gave the three faculty members access to students' comments anonymously
and allowed a subsequent discussion in class, synchronously and asynchro
nously, without implicating individuals. 6

Image Analysis
Prompts:
1. Please write three or four factual things about the image above.
2. Please write three to four sentences of interpretations of the image.
3. Please make one dangerously general assumption based on the image.
To the first prompt, one student responded: "The man is in an unknown
land. The man is depending on Europe. It shows an African man. The bicycle
is old." How did this student confuse assumption ("It shows an African") or
interpretation ("The man is depending on Europe") with factual statements
about the image? How might this student be helped to become aware of his/
her own assumptions about race and geography? In this section, we detail
how we taught students to read a photographic image by asking them to
unravel their analytic process, breaking it into the individual components
of what creates an image or scene, while undoing naturalized assumptions
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about the subject. In subsequent lessons, we expected students to transfer
this knowledge to analyzing specifically images of diasporic subjects.
We anchored the exercise in the class's experience of distance (here, we
playfully called it "distance-effect"), using communication via an asynchro
nous survey, and asked students to respond in English. 7 The prompts were
designed to build from fact to personal reaction. For example, letting stu
dents express "one dangerously general assumption" in the end gave them
the opportunity to consider how conscious they were of their own social
conventions and cultural assumptions. The prompts were equally important
to make students understand differences between description, interpreta
tion, and analysis and ultimately to make the work of image analysis trans
parent. A further objective was to encourage students to learn to critique
each other in culturally sensitive ways for future conversations.
What we found in our data was that many students' descriptions, inter
pretations, and assumptions overlapped, and it became abundantly clear
that our intuition about the need to teach image analysis based on eviden
tiary visual cues was not wrong. In class discussion, we labeled each stu
dent response with a number rather than with a name in order to showcase
anonymity; we use that system here. Several students' answers confirmed
that they understood some of the basic aspects of the image, whereas many
other students were already jumping to analysis, entirely circumventing the
aspects of the image that inscribed it indexically. More problematically, stu
dents were articulating assumptions in place of descriptions.
Those students who found descriptions to support what was indexically
apparent in the image-for example, "There is a man standing in the picture"
(number 17); "The man is black" (8); "The person in the picture is black"
(14): "The man is wearing sandals" (22); "The bicycle is broken" (9); "The
person standing is in a sandy terrain" (10)-were able to develop these easily
into their analyses.Comparing responses like the preceding descriptive ones,
we noted that student response 17 was interesting because it was the only
one to explicitly identify the gender of the person in the photo ( "There is a
man standing in the picture"). We also observed that student response
10 offered the least gender-specific description, with each fact prefaced as
"The person ...." All student responses, except 10, assigned the person in
the image a masculine gender role, using such words as "he," "him," "the
boy," "the young man," "the man." The descriptors of the bicycle elicited
far fewer "interpretive" comments and remained fairly neutral in nature:
The bicycle is "damaged" (1, 3), "old" (2), "broken" (4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11),
although student response 10 did not qualify the state of the bicycle by writ
ing simply, "There is a bicycle in this image." More striking to us, however,
were students already in the interpretative mode, who produced such "facts"
as "The man in the picture is looking sad" (15); "The man is depending on
Europe" (2); "The young man is lonely" (1). In bypassing indexicality, we
recognized that students were not analyzing from facts but rather interpret
ing through normative generalizations, cultural assumptions, and, frankly,
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their own feelings. Curiously, while interpretations and dangerous assump
tions appeared in the fact category, never did we find a factual description
under either the analysis or assumption rubric, which proves once again that
students favored interpretation over indexical understanding. We found that
a student's own culturally charged mental image interfered-loaded as it
were with all its assumptions-and often framed or determined their analy
sis. Confusing description and interpretation threatened the development of
robust cross-cultural communication, and we hoped, over the course of the
semester, to teach students how to avoid just such analytic pitfalls.
In the lessons following the completed survey, the entire Skype-linked
class looked at the representations of person, object, and landscape. In
synchronous time, we worked together to question why descriptions were
already so divergent at the quantitative step, as well as how and why cul
tural assumptions were seeping into the preliminary description phase. By
addressing several aspects of the image (the person, the props such as the
bicycle and flag, decor, and frame), critiques of some of the anonymous
responses came directly from classmates. With our subsequent help. the stu
dents were able to reevaluate the process of seeing and fact-finding and
negotiate diverging analyses. W hen students said something was a fact, we
encouraged them to reiterate exactly what part of the description was vis
ible in the picture and then what part was inferred or invisible. We chose to
compare two statements, both from the fact category: "The man is black"
(8, 14), and "It shows an African" (2). Highlighting these two descriptors
invited students to recognize the difference they ascribed to the image. They
understood that "black" was a marker of race, whereas "African" was a
geographical designation of identity. In this instance, we were able to show
how the slippage from "the man is black" to "the man is African" is a subtle
assumption about race and geography that needed undoing. This analytic
move allowed the students to reread the image from descriptor to analysis
an action that served them throughout the whole semester for analyzing
media representations of diasporas. Students agreed that a more interesting
and subtle interpretation was "He is black; but that does not make him an
African" (23).
Asking how and why was the key to move students away from assump
tions. Asking why they thought the bike meant "poverty," "European aid,"
or "being stranded" pushed the students to make their reading transparent.
Asking why an image meant something was asking how something was
symbolized. We urged students to go one step beyond symbolism and asked
how an image communicates meaning; what semiotic codes govern repre
sentational work; what happens when codes are interpreted in relation to
one another; how to undo the codes of visual culture that have become natu
ralized when spectators see images, especially moving images (film, video);
and how constructing meaning is always a process of negotiating different
"ways of seeing" (Berger 1972). Ultimately, we wanted students to reflect on
the notion that, like an image, knowledge is constructed.
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Having students respond in an anonymous survey to the same prompts
before discussion prepared them to respond and critique comfortably with
one another as a group in synchronous time. Students learned to challenge
how they see and how others see, to distinguish the descriptive from the ana
lytic, to contest other students' truth claims (by enacting critical distance), to
question their own emotional investment in an image (by creating distance
between assumptive and analytic modes), and finally to recognize the ways
in which their own worldviews shaped the assumptions that they brought to
the cross-cultural dialogue forged in class. This gave them the confidence to
develop negotiation skills or at least a comfort level for collaborating with
others and their cultural differences.
In a follow-up exercise designed to develop students' evidentiary reading
of the moving image, we focused on editing in both documentary and fic
tion film. Students learned to read the editing and cinematographic choices
that drive a documentary filmmaker's argument, even when simply striving
to "capture life." Whereas continuity editing seeks to make cuts between
shots or scenes disappear to preserve the continuity of narrative, Bill Nichols
(2010) argues that evidentiary editing (or disjunctive editing) accentuates the
work of the apparatus, that is, makes the switch from one shot or scene to
another visible. We used a scene from Haile Gerima's diasporic film Sankofa
(1993) to demonstrate visible editing. The film follows the spiritual journey
of the young African American fashion model, Mona (Oyafunmike Ogun
lano), who time-travels to the slave era and becomes herself a house slave
on a large plantation. The scene in question cross-cuts between two shots:
The first is a long shot of an older African slave telling a group of slaves her
story of an uprising against an overseer; the other shot is a close-up of the
face of the fashion model listening in from the outside through thick stalks
of tobacco. In discussion, we asked how this cut produces meaning. Students
pointed out, for example, how the cross-cut creates hierarchies through a
spatial dichotomy (inside/outside, field versus house slaves), how the matri
arch dispenses history/knowledge and the young one listens and learns, how
this represents a gendered form of teaching/learning and connects educa
tion to hope/despair, how the joint shots create a pan-African community
of listeners through the oral tradition of storytelling while highlighting the
community's heterogeneity (different tribes, genders, languages).
Similar to the disjunctive editing technique in the preceding scene, we
wanted to mirror the causes and consequences of what Louis Althusser
(1970) termed "interpellation," namely the way in which dominant institu
tions construct individual identities through their discursivity, "hailing" them
and determining their positionalities (student, reader, driver, voter, sibling,
worker).
In the end, the combination of these two exercises facilitated an under
standing of the importance of cross-cultural communication as an essential
feature of diasporas. Although we used this image both in the beginning of
the course to teach about image analysis and again at the end of the course
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to see how well students had assimilated the lessons on visual literacy and
media representations of diasporas, it was not to make a point about the
image itself. (We had chosen this image, after all, because it could be ana
lyzed in so many different ways.) One of the visual manifestations of dia
sporas is the decontextualized image. The decontextualization mirrors the
diasporic story of displaced and disconnected peoples because the subject is
always cut off from its origin and in a hostland. Diasporic subjects are often
judged by local generalizations and assumptions. Rather, the image became
a point of departure for the students' future work in analyzing images and
the technologies that use codes and conventions of representation to cre
ate meaning for and about diasporic communities. Students were able to
conclude that diasporas, although about movement and displacement, do
not focus on a singular body of imagery. In fact, quite the opposite is true.
Images of diasporas vary as widely as the diasporas that produce them, the
hostlands and homelands that receive them, and the media that tell their
stories.

Part 2: Sound and Image
In the house of fiction you can hear, today, the deep stirring of the
unhomely.
Bhabha (1992)

The sound/image pairing is crucial in the context of diaspora studies not just
because many homelands have active oral traditions but also because wit
nessing, survivors' testimonies, acoustic memory, and the voice of the native
informant flesh out what can otherwise be an anemic, decorporealized, or
abstract notion of diasporic representation. This unit's objective was to
investigate what happens to the voice, language, and sound-based memory
when language communities change, are displaced, or confront one another.
Our goal was to get students to think about how voice and language relate
to cultural identity and community, and then to connect this inquiry to the
African slave trade (AST). Although there are archived ship manifests with
the numbers of slaves transported, some pictorial representations of the
ships, a few written accounts by slave traders, and even fewer by the slaves
themselves, we don't have access to pre-AST African voices. Those trafficked
peoples who did not have a writing system were thus doubly displaced from
representation. In "The World and the Home" (1992), which had been dis
cussed the previous week in class, Bhabha describes a haunting quality of
displacement that travels through sound. With the help of Voice Thread, we
asked students to record themselves discussing the meaning of voice and
language to them. They could choose to do this recording as a moving or
still image with or without audio. Subsequently, each team member had to
respond to two other team members through a VoiceThread entry. For this
unit, the classes also read Christian Metz's article, "Aural Object." His main
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point is that the aural object can assume the aura of immediacy and make
listeners have visceral reactions but that this detached and uncanny cha
racter of sound requires the visual to be rendered as authentically rooted in
place and time.In preparation for synchronous discussion, students watched
Oscar Micheaux's Ten Minutes to Live (1928) (streamed on our Moodle
site), one of the first "black talkies" with poor sound quality but with voice
nonetheless. We asked what was at stake for Micheaux to record sound?
What was the importance of voice in this specific case? Why did he insist on
the synchronicity of sound and image, even if it was of poor quality?
Inserting Micheaux's African American film into the unit helped on sev
eral levels: It brought the remote history of the AST into the present, made
connections between muted African voices of the AST and the recorded
voices of the African American actors, and introduced students to first
generation African-heritage filmmakers.The VoiceThread assignment high
lighted how the issues of voice, truth, and authority are mingled not only
in history, whether African or African American, but also in the dyna
mics of our hybrid cross-cultural and cross-racial class. General ignorance
of African history and a tendency for respect-fueled overcorrection on
Swarthmore's side drove American students to accept Ashesi students' com
ments on anything African, thus imbuing the very diverse Ashesi class with
a homogeneous authorial voice. While being respectful of individual dif
ferences in synchronous time, Swarthmore students often deferred to the
Ashesi students' voice as a collective African voice in online exercises and
blogs.From the Ashesi side, some Swarthmore students' assertive, educated
English influenced the truth value of their messages.
The VoiceThread exercise highlighted each student's relationship to lan
guage and the voice, accentuating their multilingual and divergent ethnic
backgrounds and the different roles of language for community, self, and
culture.As one student put it:
Even if you don't see my face, my voice will give you a sense of who
I am and what I'm feeling, what goes on in my head. My accent and
mother tongue connect me to the people I consider my own, connect
me to home....There are certain things that cannot be translated into
English.
Several Ashesi students articulated the comfort of speaking their different
mother tongues and how these tied them to a community of speakers, whereas
the lingua franca, English, emerged as a tool of necessity. As a Swarthmore
student explained in response to his Ashesi partner's VoiceThread on the use
of Arabic as the partner's mother tongue, English "does not connect me to a
specific place, only to the language itself." Using English, he said, he felt part
of a dominant language group rather than asserting his individuality and
his spatial roots. Several Ashesi students, in contrast, recorded comments
about how their choice and application of spoken languages depended on
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the interaction with different relatives and in different situations. Listening
to all team members' audio recordings brought out the diverse accents in the
use of English as a second or third language, helping Swarthmore students
to undo the assumption of a collective African language and identity. And
the Ashesi students were confronted with the notion that regionally inflected
American English did not produce the same spatial or communal ties for the
Swarthmore students.
Having students watch the first part of the TV miniseries Roots (streamed
on our Moodie site) brought these inclinations and habitual viewing prac
tices to the foreground. Premiering in 1977 on U.S. television, Roots, based
on Alex Haley's novel of the same name, is to date one the most iconic
representations of the AST diaspora. For the first time, mainstream U.S.
audiences watched representations of a pre-AST African village and its com
munity torn apart by the slave trade, the inhumane conditions of the Middle
Passage, and the adaptation to slave life on the Southern plantations. Most
of our students had never seen the series, even though many had heard about
it. If one student's unrevised blog entry mistakenly referred to Roots as "a
documentary" but added that "people were rooted into the documentary
because they wanted to know what happened next," it revealed the stu
dent's negotiating between different dominant discourses: the truth claim
of documentaries, the authenticity mandated of historical dramas, and the
enigma-based serial narrative of TV with its carefully modulated cliffhang
ers and partial resolutions. Students often opted for the dominant discourse
that they felt was the most empowering for them or the characters with
which they identified; their identification process was thus overwhelmingly
fact or plot driven.
Asynchronously, we focused on how the African-born protagonist, Kunta
Kime (Levar Burton), is welcomed to the community in a naming ceremony
that inserts him into the lineage and language of his forefathers-and
mothers-and how the slave name Toby, which he is given by his white master
upon arrival, erases the historic specificity of those communal, linguistic,
ethnic, and cultural ties. In discussing the scene, where Kunta Kinte's father
lifts up his son to present him to the community, several Ashesi students noted
how the film insists on Kunta Kinte's patriarchal lineage by making women
and women's labor happen offscreen. Some of them argued that this was a
representational choice more in keeping with mainstream American social
mores of the 1970s. A matrilineal homeland structure would have conflicted
with contemporary male-dominated definitions, understandings, and repre
sentations of family, lineage, and culture, even though those were far from
uncontested at the time (in white and black communities). One Swarthmore
student added to this observation that the male-dominated representation
of pre-AST Africa introduces and stresses the process of demasculinization
for captured, transported African-born men and that the representation thus
contributed to gendering this specific race-based diaspora. Similar to what
Robert Young argues in his 1995 Colonial Desire, the AST and colonialism
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led white conquerors, slave traders, and owners to feminize the occupied
territories and their inhabitants, following the "traditional feminization and
maternalization of land, home, and language in most patriarchal, patrilineal
societies" (Barat 2008).
Keeping to our unit's focus on language and sound, we discussed the series'
coverage of the Middle Passage because it features a montage of sounds
and languages overlaid onto the image of the hull of a slave ship, refusing
the lure of the representational and instead working with a cacophony of
sounds to create mental images of trauma. From the historical readings for
this week, students learned that one ship may have held representatives of
many different communities, tribes, and languages and in some cases threw
together individuals without recourse to a common tongue, thus isolating
the individual from any type of social network from the outset. This fate was
further compounded by the individual's confrontation with various stages of
alienation and diasporic adaptation within the complex classed, raced, and
gendered hierarchies of the slave compounds at the preliminary and final
destinations. Through the unhinged and unattached sounds in the scene,
viewers become disoriented themselves and are made aware of their inability
to understand and to access the experience of the Middle Passage in Roots.
Our partner, historian Mikelle Antoine, chose British Africanist Basil
Davidson's episode, "Caravans of Gold," in the 1984 documentary Africa:
Voyage of Discovery, to counterbalance representations of pre-AST Africa
and the African Diaspora in their representational reduction of Africa to
poverty, political disenfranchisement, and undereducation. The documen
tary emphasizes pre-AST African nations' educational, political, and eco
nomic successes. Even though most students appreciated the necessary
historical corrective, some were nevertheless perplexed by the choice of a
white British historian to tell this important aspect of African history. One
Ashesi student asked in her team blog: "Why was the story told by a white
man? Because of access? Why wasn't it told by West-Africans themselves?
Oscar Micheaux wanted his people's story told!" Another Ashesi student
responded by resignedly stating that "the white man had all the resources,
there are probably no films by West-Africans about this." On the Swarth
more side, students repeatedly marveled at the wealth and education of pre
AST Africa, an aspect of history they expressed they had not encountered
before. Due to this lack of knowledge, therefore, Swarthmore students took
the documentary at its literal word.
In the weekly discussion format for their team biogs, we asked students
to reflect not only on the manner and function of Davidson, as narrator of
"Caravans of Gold," embedding himself into postindependence Mali, but
also on his documentary's use of inserted black-and-white footage from the
French colonial days, culminating in both timelines' arrivals at a destination
feast, where Mr. Davidson sits in the privileged inner circle around the fire.
One student wrote that the inserts of colonial-era Mali "show that a meta
morphosis has taken place, since a time-machine is not available to us." In
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fact, the majority of students, at Swarthmore and Ashesi, originally did not
go far beyond this acceptance of the parallel visual montage as a device to
indicate historical change. One student said: "Caravans of Gold tells the story
from the eyes of a historian using images and documents from the past and
filming scenes of Africa to show evidence of the past in today [when the film
was made]." This idea and the students' acceptance of the film's depiction of
historical transformation struck us as especially odd, since the colonial-era
black-and-white footage and 1980s color footage both show caravans pro
gressing through the Sahara on their way back and forth between Mali and
other interior and coastal trade partners. Thus, while the imagery was mostly
accepted as a deliverer of facts about Africa's history (what some students
referred to as "fictional, yes, but delivering undeniable historical facts"), we
had better luck with questioning the function and use of "authorial voice."
In asynchronous and synchronous class time, we discussed how a docu
mentary can become ahistorical through the suppression of voices, especially
when comparing Davidson's documentary methodology to Ibn Battuta's
14th-century travel accounts (1958), which we had students read. We asked
students to contrast Micheaux's attempt at giving voice to African American
history and culture with Davidson's authorial voice-over. In the discussion,
when one student talked about "Micheaux making African American his
tory come alive," we intervened by asking what Davidson's documentary
accomplishes, questioning both the majority idea of "documenting histori
cal change" and "the role of the authorial voice." One student pointed out
that the voice-over mutes the Malian voices talking in the film: "Why doesn't
he let them speak and tell us directly?" What does this muting imply, we
countered? By referring to the article by Metz, students learned that Malian
voices in Caravans of Gold are reduced to ambient sound rather than autho
rial voices; they remain illustrations rather than becoming authors of their
own history. As one student summarized:
Why, then, that depiction from Davidson? I suppose that his historian's
eye might tend to skim over what modern Africa is really like, which, if
true, would have the nasty effect of making Africa seem unreal, as if it
only existed in the past.
The documentary reconfirms the possessive colonial gaze onto the native
body and culture by dominating the construction of the sound-image pair
ing, restricting the voice of reason and (hi)story to the former colonial power,
thus laying semiotic claim to the wealth of the Golden Age of Africa. Only by
cross-culturally collaborating on this assignment did students push each other
to critically assess the role of sound and arrive at the following outcomes:
(1) It matters who is telling a story, whose voice is privileged and why, in this
case to become critical of the authorial voice-over of a representative of the
former colonial power; (b) to rethink film as an expensive mode of know
ledge production in correlation with unequal access to visual technology and
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resources; and (c) to reflect on the lack of "native history" (e.g., as autoch
thonous sources and primary documents by Africans themselves).8
To conclude the lesson on sound and voice, we returned to Bhabha's
notion of the haunting quality of sound, when a few students from the Ashesi
class visited James Fort, a former slave holding fort and now museum on the
coast of Ghana, where they shot fortuitous footage of the slave dungeons. 9
We assigned team blog questions on this footage and then discussed them in
synchronous time. When the student filmmakers kept the camera running
despite the lack of natural light, the absence of a readable image accentuated
the sound. In the dungeon, the Ghanaian museum guide gathered the stu
dents around to explain the practice of shackling the slaves' ankles, address
ing the students directly. "When your sister is tired, she can't sit down. You
have to keep moving-like so." As he speaks, he shuffles with his feet, which
becomes the only cue one has to process the film. The absence of a readable
image takes the footage out of the now and inserts it into a temporal fluidity.
The sound becomes a trace, a historical echo.
In contrast to the Davidson documentary, where history was composed
as a museum exhibit, the haunted sound of the James Fort documentary
encouraged mental mobility and a (re)attachment to different contexts. Even
though the image/sound pairing was still technologically and indexically
intact, the lack of a visual unhinged the synchronous image/sound expecta
tion, so that the experience produced a denaturalizing effect similar to that
of asynchronous sound. In a way, the shuffling of the feet in the students'
film brought home the notion how sound is able to access and connect dispa
rate temporal layers of a space, how sound can offer access to a haptic sense
of the past. This lesson did not close the open bookend of our discussions on
the AST. What it did was offer another set of tools with which to critically
engage media representations of diasporas.

Part 3: Future Diasporas and Collaborative Learning
In our final assignment for the class, we wanted to assess that students under
stood all the attendant complications of diasporas and representation. The
assignment needed to compel them to put into play a collaborative model of
learning and reflection. We were curious how they would-on their own
overcome distance and develop their own productive cross-cultural com
munication. Would all of this come through in an independent final project?
Our goal was to challenge students to think about diaspora in the future,
including a week on the as of yet understudied formations of new dias
poras in the digital age, in the area of emergent media. In teams, students
researched websites by diasporic communities in various hostlands (Latin
America, U.S., etc.) and analyzed them with their new understanding of all
previously studied aspects of diaspora studies during a synchronous class
time activity featuring oral presentations and a bicontinental discussion
using Skype.
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Finally, for our culminating exercise, students themselves came up with
several ways to show how well they understood this complex of history, rep
resentation, and analysis. The students' final Wordpress group projects cul
minated in jointly developed analytical documents that considered diasporas
and their representations, while negotiating the students' own cross-cultural
efforts at communication and collaborative knowledge production. The
technology of open source Wordpress allowed the students to take home
their project in order to develop this piece for their professional portfo
lios if they so chose. Project topics of the Ashesi/Swarthmore student teams
included "Uprooted: A Blog About Diaspora, Trauma, Art," "Returning
from Diaspora: Looking at the Representation of Return from Different
Diasporas," "Afro-Brazilian Identities," "Social Media Inside (and Out
side) the African Diaspora," "Transportation and Diaspora," and finally
"Haitian Diaspora." Of note were two Ashesi/Swarthmore team projects:
"Uprooted" and "Social Media Inside (and Outside) the African Diaspora."
Both groups had students who researched social networking sites (Face
book, YouTube, Vimeo, among others) to learn how diasporic communities
are representing themselves. Their investigations pushed them to see how
theories of diasporas are informed by the ways diasporic communities pro
duce and exhibit the stories of their displacement.
One member of the "Uprooted" project team produced a detailed
reading of mise-en-scene cues (clothing and music) in music videos by an
Afro-Colombian diasporic pop music group. She managed to transfer the
audiovisual literacy skills she gained from our in-depth discussion of films
to music videos. As one of the most easily frustrated students when it came
to daily communication with her team, she successfully demonstrated how
the musicians' walking on the harbor wall between ocean and land signi
fied, on the one hand, an homage to the middle passage, a citation of repre
sentations of the water's edge as a point of arrival and departure (as we had
extensively discussed in the case of Josephine Baker's song in Touki Bouki
[Mambety, 1973 ), and, on the other hand, an act of defiance. As the col
lective of musicians gathers more and more followers, the student argued,
the community-in-progress shows its strength through remembering their
history but also by staking their claim on the symbolism of the "border,"
thereby subverting the fixed demarcation line's dichotomy between here
and there by revealing the continuing and fluctuating processes of negotia
tion between host- and homeland. She further analyzed the group's web
presence and their political attempt to change "little-cl" democracy into
"big-D" Democracy. Reading the Internet as a democratizing tool and pov
erty as a community-building tool, she argued that, by constructing their
own community through the Internet, the group represented itself not as
homeland or hostland but as a new politically charged globally networked
community. In so doing, the group is vying for listeners' attention and
insists that they are heard and seen (YouTube). Harking back to our dis
cussion of the function of the voice, the student contended that this group's
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song achieved the status of a vocal manifesto by which they took authority
over their own experience.
Another student, in the "Social Media Inside (and Outside) the African
Diaspora" group, researched convergence cultures and media embedded
ness of diasporic identity within new media practices. Convergence culture
in this paper, as defined by Henry Jenkins (2006), is a process by which inter
connected media become ubiquitous and our use of these media becomes
essential and interrelated. T his student's work is not about one particular
local diasporic community group, as were many of the projects-Afro
Brazilian, Afro-Colombian, Haitian-rather it looks at the culture of media
and consumerism (gaming, in particular) in relation to race and identity in
the diasporic context. In her paper she ties together several of the course's
lessons on embedding content and method, reading audiovisual cues of rep
resentation while she also delves into a discussion of race and diasporic
identity based on readings by Stuart Hall ( 1994), Anthony Bogues (2009),
and Lisa Nakamura (2002). She argues that in the United States, African
diasporic subjects and their communities can be more effectively represented
through social media and convergence culture. But, she continues, these
same identities, when linked to commodified representations rather than
self-representation, lose the multivalence that Bogues argues are at the heart
of the multiple identities of diasporic subjects. The consequence of adding
consumer culture complicates the relationship of homeland/hostland-as
well as racial identities-for diasporic subjects and communities because
American consumer culture tends to have a stratified, if not a dominantly
white view of race. Therefore, she contends, sites such as YouTube, Twitter,
and Facebook that, while consumerist in nature, are the new frontier for
self- or community identity of the diasporic subject because the individuals
and communities can negotiate the way they are represented to those within
and outside their diasporic frame.

CONCLUSION
To train students to be mindful and reflective of the process of analysis and,
at the same time, to accustom them to a hybrid online environment, as well as
to temporal and geopolitical differences, and to stimulate asynchronous dia
logue among themselves and faculty, we effectively put in place throughout
the course one of the main tenets of diaspora-distance. In fact, no matter
how much we elicited culturally specific responses and reflections from the
students, how much we prepared one another for asynchronicity, and how
much emergent technologies allowed us to push the envelope of omnipres
ence, the temporal/spatial gap remained and asserted itself. As our chapter
demonstrates, it is essential to have hybrid, globally networked classrooms
in order to make tangible the residual and ongoing effects of displacement,
to make productive what initially may be perceived only as difference, to
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combine intercultural communication with analytic negotiation. Our glob
ally networked class contributed to an interdisciplinary critique of diaspora
studies as an academic subject because we connected historic specificity with
visual literacy, sound analysis, and the critical experience of "the gap." Keep
ing the seam audible and visible not only changed our pedagogy, but we are
hoping that it will also transform diaspora studies.

NOTES
1. Indexicality refers to the way an image constructs meaning by referring to the
real. T his signifies that the image is not the real, which has different (and often
contentious) implications for film studies and historical studies.
2. Keith Landas (COIL) was exceptionally helpful in this regard, as were the IT
staff at Swarthmore (thank you, Mike Jones and Mike Keppler), in enabling
our vision to become a reality.
3. Even though we understood that American students connected at a national
cultural level as well, it was clear that the Ashesi students, who came from
many different countries within Africa and the Middle East, found their com
mon terrain in institutional connections.
4. French Banania advertisements, until very recently, featured problematically
a smiling Senegalese infantryman (tirailleur senegalais) to promote the drink's
"healthy" qualities with the slogan "Y'a bon Banania" ["It's good, Banania"].
5. Icebreaker Activity is derived from COIL workshop October 2011 and from
www.southalabama.edu/oll/jobaidsfall03/lcebreakers%200nline/icebreaker
jobaid.htm (accessed November 11, 2011).
6. In other threaded discussions, knowledge of each participant's contribution
was crucial for developing trust in group discussion and collaborative projects.
7. Although English is the lingua franca of both schools, in many cases, English
was the second and third language of the students at Ashesi. In this activity,
therefore, the use of proper English grammar was not graded, but the students'
short answers gave faculty an understanding of the general level of English of
the class across the two schools.
8. For example, we studied a travel document by 14th-century Moroccan explorer
Ibn Battuta, that which for complex reasons seems less present in higher educa
tion (not circulated in available print collections, not deemed as educationally
objective according to Eurocentric discipline-based standards, etc.).
9. As part of the COIL grant, which insists on "equal footing" in the collabora
tion between two institutions and courses across two continents, Swarthmore
College financed two digital camcorders and several digital cameras to place
Ashesi's class on the same technological footing as Swarthmore's.
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